Abstract
Introduction
In the age of Web 2.0, the way that people express their point of views has changed. They can express view on hot social issues in forums/blogs, and post product review at online shopping sites. These opinions are precious resources with regard to commercial operations and government decisions. Nowadays, if a person wants to choose a product from multiple candidate products, he/she can look through a large number of product reviews on Web that were given by previous customers. For the managers of a business, if they want to know real feedback from existing customers about their products and services as well as those of their competitors, they could find the user-generated content very useful, which can give them relevant information. Due to the importance of customers' review and market demand, user opinion mining has drawn the attention of many researchers in the field of machine learning and data mining [1] [2] [3] .
Many of existing studies have acquired opinions about a single product (e.g. "The engine performance of car X is bad/good"). But those studies cannot reveal the comparison between this product and others. To solve it, we focus on comparative opinions such as "The engine performance of A is better than B". Compared to the opinions about a single product, comparative opinions express relations of similarities or differences among several competitive products. Given by the customers who have used several similar products, comparative opinions are more persuasive and objective. Thus comparative opinions are more convincing than direct opinions [4] [5] [6] . Analyzing those comparative opinions can help potential customers to make a more informed choice from many candidate products, and help businessmen to gain competitive insight, which plays a significant role in designing new products and developing market plan.
Related Work
Linguistics and computational linguistics are both related to our study. Researches in linguistics are primarily concerned with syntax and semantics of comparisons, rather than computational identifying technology. Xia investigated comparative category, and subcategory [8] . Chen and Zhou explored various comparative constructs in modern Chinese [9] . They first classified comparative structures into different categories, and then arranged their grammatical items with appropriate order from the linguistic perspective. Che discussed semantic classes of comparisons and syntactic mark words [10] .
In computational linguistics, machine learning and pattern match approach are two popular methods for identifying comparisons. Past experiments show machine learning has a better performance in comparative sentence identification. Jindal and Liu mined comparative information between products based on sequential rule mining with continuous Part-of-Speech sequence within the radius of 3 of each keyword. The sequential rules are then used as features of machine learning [4] . Park and Blake have investigated comparisons in scientific articles. They trained three different classifiers using the dependency syntactic features [11] . Compared with machine learning, pattern match is an unsupervised learning and pattern database is difficult to contain all of patterns. Song et al. manually constructed a Chinese pattern database and applied it to mine comparative sentences [12] .
Our work is also connected with opinion mining and sentiment analysis, since a number of comparative sentences express customer opinions. We also investigate and refer to some studies about opinion mining [1] [2] [3] 5, 6 ].
Feature Representations

Feature Sets 1: Term Features
Some terms, which frequently appear in one class, but hardly appear in the other class, are useful for discriminating different classes. Information gain can measure the effectiveness of a term in classifying the training data [13] . Concretely, it measures the 
denote the set of classes in the target space. The information gain of a term T , relative to a classification system C , is defined as:
Where t denotes term T appeared, whereas  t denotes term T does not appeared. The first term in the formula (1) is the entropy of the original classification system. The second term is the expected value of the conditional entropy of system given a term. For each term in the training data we computed information gain, and selected those terms whose gain value is higher than specified threshold. The algorithm of term features selection is shown in algorithmic 1. Where TS denotes the set of all terms in the training corpus. 
Feature Sets 2: Comparative Keywords
Some words can express the comparative relationship between entities or introduce comparative objects, which play an important role in identifying comparative sentences. To find such keywords, we group the comparative sentences into five types and find comparative keywords for each type as follows. 
Given a collection of CS, we remove those words whose frequency value is less than the predefined threshold from can CK . We can't find any explicit keyword for the sentences in type 5, such as:
Example1. "X 有摄像功能，而 Y 没有摄像功能(X has camera function, but Y does not have.)"
Such sentences commonly compose of two short sentences that express contrast. Hence, we build Words-and-POS-tags sequence which act as keyword for them. For example "<NN, 有, 而，NN，没有>(<NN has but NN does not have>)" is a Words-and-POS-tags sequence extracted from example 1, where NN denotes the POS( Part of Speech) tag of noun. In addition, some phrases and idioms that indicate comparisons are regarded as the keywords. Therefore, a comparative lexicon is defined as: 
(3)
There are a total of 106 words and 30 sequences in our comparative lexicon. After a comparative lexicon has been built, we use it to balance our corpus. Concretely, if a sentence contains one or more comparative keyword, the sentence is added into the balanced corpus. Our balanced corpus has comparative sentences of 41.68%, noncomparatives of 58.32%.
A. Class sequence rule
Sequential pattern mining (SPM), which extracts all sequential patterns from a sequence database, is an important data mining task. A sequential pattern, also called frequent sequence, is a subsequence whose support exceeds a predefined minimal support threshold [14] . (4) The confidence of the rule is defined as the proportion of instances in S that supports the rule also satisfies the rule. 
Sequence
B. Mining indicative pattern
In order to mine CSR, we firstly transform corpus into a set of sequences. Each sentence in training set is broken up into several clauses by punctuation. We find all clauses having keywords and perform Chinese word segmentation and POS tagging for them. For each clause that comprises at least one keyword, we use actual word of each keyword as an item, for other words, we use the POS of each word as an item to produce a sequence. In order to adapt to various expression of comparative, we use POS tags of some words to form sequences. Each sequence is attached a class tag according to whether the sentence is a comparative or non-comparative sentence. We use C S to store the set of comparative sentences, k S to store the set of keyword, and C SEQ to store the set of built sequences with comparative class. CSR mining algorithms can be produced by simply modifying any of sequence pattern mining algorithms such as GSP, PrefixSpan [14, 15] . We use PrefixSpan algorithm to extract all CSR. The output results of the algorithm need to meet the minimum confidence threshold (in our experiment, 70% can work best). The minimum support needs to be set multiple values in our context because some comparative keywords appear very frequently, while some others appear rarely. If setting a single minimum support, it is difficult to capture those patterns generated by infrequency words. In this strategy, each keyword is set a minimum support which is in proportion to word frequency in the training set. 
Feature Sets 4: Infrequent Sequences
We cannot find any frequent sequence for some keywords, such as "最(most)" etc. They not only often appear in the comparatives sentences but also frequently appear in the non-comparatives. For such keywords, we use consecutive POS tags within the radius of 2 of each keyword as a sequence. Similarly, each keyword use actual word as a term. In addition, we manually build some sequences for these keywords.
Classification Learning
In this section, we train a SVM classifier to classify whether a given sentence s is 
Specifically, the feature 
Experimental Evaluation
Data Sets
Our data is composed of the consumer reviews on such products as automobiles, electronics, from task 2 of the fourth Chinese Opinion Analysis Evaluation (COAE2012) [16] . Table 2 shows the distribution of comparative and non-comparative sentences, a total of 9600 sentences, of which 1,624 (16.92% of the total) are comparisons. We use LIBSVM package [17] [18] [19] with the RBF kernel to perform classification, the optimal model parameter is gamma = 0.007813 and C = 32.
Table 2. Number of Sentences in Each Dataset
Data set
Comparative Sentences Sentences  electronic products  811  3989  automobile  813  3987  Total  1624  7976 First of all, we perform an experiment with keyword searching to balance two classes of data. There are four types of sentences in original corpus, which are shown in Table 3 . Using keyword searching, we can eliminate most of non-comparative sentences, and get a relatively balance dataset including comparative sentences of 41.68%, noncomparatives of 58.32%. Recall of 97.29% for comparative sentences indicates that most of comparative sentences are included in balanced corpus, i.e., the keywords in comparative lexicon can cover almost all comparative sentences. Table 4 shows the ratio of CS and NCS before and after corpus is balanced. Then, we conduct some experiment as follows:
Non-Comparative
To check which features can provide more information to the system, we compare the classification performance with single feature and that with the combination of features. The features include the terms (denoted as TM), the comparative keywords (denoted as CK), the frequent sequences (denoted as FS) and the infrequence sequences (denoted as IFS). As a result, the combination of all features shows the best performance. Table 5 and Table 6 exhibit the experiment results in automobile and electronic corpus respectively. In each case, the recall value is far less than precision value. For single feature, keyword and frequent sequence gain higher performance than term feature. For combined features, keyword plus term features show similar performance with the combination of sequence features. When all lexical and sequence features are used, the system shows the optimal performance, F-score of 83.75% and 90.76%. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we designed an approach to identify comparative sentences from customer opinion data. This scheme is composed of two steps: (1) Comparative keyword search is executed to removes a large number of non-comparative sentences so as to obtain a relative balanced dataset between the classes. (2) A support vector machine model is built to determine whether a sentence is a comparative sentence or not. In our study, various linguistic features are introduced, such as terms, comparative keywords, frequent sequences etc. The experiment evaluations demonstrate that our scheme is effective.
In the future, we plan to find more effective features that represent a sentence to further improve the recall of our system. We also plan to extract comparative relations from the identified comparative sentences.
